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Outline
Intro.	&	Motivation			

•why LFV in τ ? 

•how to study τ decays @ e+e− B-factory 

τ		LFV	(LNV)	search	results	at	Belle	(reporting	just	a	few)	

Belle	II		prospects		

• MC study of τ ➔ μγ  

• other LFV, LFUV @ Belle II
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New	physics	(NP)	searches	with	τ
the	τ	lepton	

•the heaviest charged lepton 

•highly sensitive to NP 

Unique	lab	to	look	for	NP	

•LFV 

•EDM, g-2, CPV 

•B (D) decays to τ  

•BNV, too 
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NP Search with τ 
τ lepton!
•  The heaviest charged lepton!

•  High sensitivity to New Physics!

electron muon tau 

e µ τ

Gen. I II III 
Mass [MeV] 0.511 106 1780 
Life ∞ 2.20µs 0.291ps 

Unique laboratory to search for NP!
•  LFV (Lepton Flavor Violation)!

•  EDM, CPV, g-2!

•  Tauonic decays of Ds, B, t, H !

•  Precision test of SM!

•  also BNV (Baryon Number Violation) as mτ > mp , mΛ , …!

τ → µγ  

τ µ

γ

τ
χ0

!µ

(ml
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τ → µµµ 
τ µ

µ

µ
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(m⌧ > m⇤,mp, ...)



Lepton-flavor-violating	(LFV)	τ	decay
In	the	Standard	Model	with	non-zero	ν	mass,	τ		LFV	can	happen,	
but	the	rate	is	really	tiny.	

However,	in	many	new	physics	models	it	can	become	large	
enough	to	be	within	sensitivity	of	Belle	(or	Belle-II)	

• For example, with SUSY-GUT, 

• For (δLL)32, not determined in generic SUSY, need to specify 
models.
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5.10 Tau decays

5.10.1 Introduction

Lepton flavor violation (LFV) in τ decays is one of the most important physics target in the
Super KEKB project. Here we give a brief review of various theoretical predictions available in
recent years, and the experimental achievements and prospects at the Super KEKB experiment.

Lepton flavour conservation in the Standard Model (SM) is associated with neutrinos being
massless. Observations of neutrino oscillations imply a nonzero mass and hence the mixing of
lepton flavours, which is violating the lepton flavor conservation. With finite but tiny masses
compared to the weak scale (mW ∼ 80.4 GeV), charged lepton flavour violating processes are
however strongly suppressed and beyond experimental reach, since

B(τ → lγ) =
3α
32π

|
!

i

U∗
τ iUµi

△2
3i

m2
W

|2 ≤ 10−53 ∼ 10−49, (5.87)

where U is the PMNS neutrino mixing matrix and △2
ij is difference of neutrino mass squares,

△2
ij = m2

νi
− m2

νj
[200].

The situation is quite different if there are new particles which have masses of the order of
the weak scale and couples to leptons. In fact, many extensions of SM, such as supersymmetry
(SUSY), little Higgs models and extra dimensions predict enhanced LFV decays. Some of recent
theoretical predictions relevant for the LFV τ decays are summarized in Table 5.19. For the
LFV τ decays, the branching fractions can be as high as in the experimentally obtainable range
10−9 ∼ 10−7 and the upper bound is in fact limited by recent B-Factory experiments results.

model Ref.
SUSY + Seesaw [207], [208], [209], [201], [202]
SUSY + GUTs [203], [204], [205], [206], [210]
SUSY(Higgs mediated) [211], [212], [213], [214], [215], [216], [217]
Unconstrained MSSM [218]
SUSY+R-parity violating [219], [220]
Little Higgs [221], [222]
Non-universal Z’ [223]
Extra-dimension [224], [225], [226]
Left-Right Symmetric model [227]
νR at O(10TeV) [228], [229]
Others [230]

Table 5.19: A compilation of the theoretical predictions of the LFV τ decays.

The current limit on the µ → eγ is set at B(µ+ → e+γ) < 1.2 × 10−11 (90% C.L.) by
the MEGA experiment at the Los Alamos Meson Physics Facility [231]. The MEG experiment
at PSI is now starting the physics run with a sensitivity with 10−13 [232]. For the µ − e
conversion experiments, two experiments at sensitivity of 10−16 are proposed at J-PARK [233]
and FNAL [234]. And ambiguous future project at a sensitivity of 10−18 is designed at J-
PARK [235].

There are exciting projects on the LFV searches on the muon sector [236]. However, even
if µ+ → e+γ is discovered at some levels, it will not provide sufficient information to determine
the underlying LFV mechanism or even identify the correct underlying theory. In addition we
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LFV: Beyond the Standard Model

Francesco Tenchini HINT2016

• Predicted in many theoretical models

• Sensitivity of various channels to cLFV is model-dependent  
→ discriminate theories by comparing branching ratios 
and spectra across multiple modes

4

Belle

Model Reference τ→μγ τ→μμμ
SM+ ν oscillations EPJ C8 (1999) 513 10-40 10-14

SM+ heavy Maj νR PRD 66 (2002) 034008 10-9 10-10

Non-universal Z’ PLB 547 (2002) 252 10-9 10-8

SUSY SO(10) PRD 68 (2003) 033012 10-8 10-10

mSUGRA+seesaw PRD 66 (2002) 115013 10-7 10-9

SUSY Higgs PLB 566 (2003) 217 10-10 10-7

O �
10�7 ⇠ 10�10

�

τ	LFV	in	new	physics	beyond-SM

Flavor-violation studies constrain SUSY breaking .
Neutral K meson mixing and                  give stringent
constraints on the SUSY breaking terms.

Proposals to SUSY flavor problem:
1) Universal scalar mass hypothesis:
    Supergravity, Gauge mediation, Anomaly medition, etc.
2) Alignment hypothesis:
3) Decoupling hypothesis:

Charged-LFV searches may probe pattern of SUSY
breaking and constrain origin of SUSY breaking.
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SUSY+GUT
(SUSY+Seesaw)

Higgs 
mediated Little Higgs non-universal Z’

~2 x 10-3 0.06 - 0.1 0.4 - 2.3 ~16

~1 x 10-2 ~1 x 10-2 0.3 - 1.6 ~16

< 10-7 < 10-10 < 10-10 < 10-9

B(⌧ ! µµµ)

B(⌧ ! µ�)

B(⌧ ! µee)

B(⌧ ! µ�)

B(⌧ ! µ�)
max

JHEP 0705, 013 (2007); PLB 547, 252 (2002)

Ratios of  τ  LFV decay’s BF’s allow one to discriminate between 
new physics models

∴ Good to measure LFV in as many modes as possible!

τ		LFV	in	new	physics	beyond-SM
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Y. Kwon (Yonsei Univ./Belle) Physics Highlights from Belle Aug. 25, 2015 4

counter

Si Vtx. det. 
4(3) lyr. DSSD

		20	countries	
		90	institutions	
~450	members

Youngjoon Kwon (Yonsei Univ.) Studies of Dark Sector at Belle and Prospects with Belle II BLV 2017 11
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KEKB	&	Belle

(fb-1)
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The	Belle	experiment	

• played	critical	role	(along	with	BaBar)	
in	verifying	the	KM	hypothesis	with	CP	
violations	in	B	mesons;	recognized	and	
cited	by	the	Nobel	Foundation	

•made	a	series	of	first	observations	of	
electroweak	penguin	B	decays	

• discovered	mixing	in	charm	mesons	

• discovered	a	series	of	exotic	hadron	
states,	e.g.	X(3872),	Z(4430)+,	
Zb(10610)+,	etc.	

•…

2008 CPV is due to an irreducible phase in the 
unitary quark mixing matrix in 3 generations



Studying	τ	LFV	@	e+e-	B-factory
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Analysis method of tau LFV 

2014/Sep/17 TAU2014 4 
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Blind analysis 
⇒Blind signal region 
     

Estimate BG level: sideband data and MC 
Signal extraction:  UEML fit/counting 
    on the Mmg-E plane. 
If no excess: set upper limits @ 90%CL 
 

UEML=Unbinned Extended Maximum Likelihood fit 

hermeticity of Belle (and Belle II) helps greatly! 
efficient τ-tagging, with minimal trigger bias



Studying	τ	LFV	@	e+e-	B-factory
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Analysis method of tau LFV 
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Msig ⇠ m⌧

Msig (GeV/c2)

• �(e+e� ! ⌧+⌧�) = (0.919± 0.003) nb ⇡ �bb̄, at

p
s ⇡ 10.58 GeV

) e+e� B-factory is, at the same time, a ⌧ -factory, too!

• tag-side and signal-side ⌧ decays are cleanly separated

• signal extraction by Msig and �E

Msig =
q

(E⇤
sig)

2 � (p⇤sig)
2

�E = E⇤
sig � E⇤

beam



τ	LFV		signal	&	background	signatures

126 

LFV t decays; Signal and Background 
p+ p- 

p- 

n 

n 

2photon process  tt  
f=leptons,quarks 

zNeutrinos in both side 
zMissing energy in signal side 

radiative Bhabha process 

e+ e- 

e- e- e+ 

e+ 

g 

qq  
_ 

zmany tracks 
and photons 

signal  

zNeutrino(s) in tag side 
zParticle ID 
zMass of mesons 

17th/Sep/2012 

p+ 

p- 

m- 

TAU2012 

from K. Hayasaka @ Tau 2014



τ+	➔	ℓ+	γ
Motivations	

• There exists very stringent bound from μ ➔ e γ, 

• but, μ ➔ e γ alone will not provide enough info. to nail 
down the LFV mechanism

13

• moreover, the BF’s of many 
LFV modes are correlated 
differently on different 
hypotheses

RVV
NPB (2004)
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Figure 5.51: Scatter plot of B(τ → µγ) vs. M1/2. The plots are obtained by scanning the LHC
accessible SUSY-GUT(SO(10)) parameter space at fixed tan β. Green and red points indicate
two different assumptions for the neutrino Yukawa coupling (Yν) [210].
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Figure 5.52: Correlation between µ → eγ and τ → µγ in SUSY-GUTs scenario. The plots are
done by scanning the LHC accessible parameter space at fixed tan β. Lines denote the present
bounds and future sensitivities [210].
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Calibbi	et	al.,		
PRD	74,	116002	(2006)

• many NP models predict sizable  
(O(10-7~10-8)) BF(τ ➔ ℓ γ)



τ+	➔	ℓ+	γ
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Procedures	
• 535 fb−1 sample with 4.77x108  τ+τ− events 
• generic τ+τ− events are suppressed by 2D  
pmiss  vs. m2miss cut  
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Figure 5.56: (a) Illustration of e+e− → τ+τ− event topology. Distribution of pmiss vs. m2
miss for

(b) τ− → µ−γ signal MC events and (c) generic tau pair MC. The area between the two lines
is selected.
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Irreducible	background	
• τ ➔ ℓνν with ISR

Analysis method of tau LFV 
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Signal	extraction	
• by unbinned extended max. lik. fit to 
ΔE vs. Minv 

ΔE	&	Minv	as	main	variables		
• ±5σ for background estimation 
• ±3σ ellipse: blinded 
• ±2σ ellipse: for signal counting  

Results

Fig. 3. (a) Minv – ∆E distribution in the search for τ → µγ in the 5σ region. Dots
are the data and shaded boxes indicate the signal MC. The dashed ellipse shows the
3σ blinded region and the dot-dashed ellipse is the 2σ signal region. The dashed lines
indicate the 2σ band of the shorter ellipse axis, projected onto the longer ellipse axis.
The solid line indicates the dense BG region. (b) Data distribution within the 2σ

band. Here, E ≡ ∆E−∆E(0), M ≡ 3.0×c2×(Minv−M
(0)
inv) and α = 46◦. We obtain

the most probable values ∆E(0) and M
(0)
inv , M

(0)
inv = 1.776 GeV/c2, ∆E(0) = −5 MeV,

by fitting the signal MC distribution to an asymmetric Gaussian. Points with error
bars are the data and the shaded histogram is the signal MC assuming a branching
ratio of 5 × 10−7. The solid curve shows the best fit.

We examine the probability to obtain this result and evaluate the 90% CL
upper limit using a toy MC simulation. The toy MC generates signal and BG
events according to their PDFs fixing the expected number of BG events (b̃)
at b̃ = b, while varying the number of signal events (s̃). For every assumed s̃,
10,000 samples are generated following Poisson statistics with means s̃ and b̃
for the signal and BG, respectively; the signal yield (sMC) is evaluated by the
UEML fit. To obtain the upper limit at the 90% CL (s̃90) we take an s̃ value
that gives a 10% probability for sMC to be smaller than s. The probability
to obtain s ≤ −3.9 is 25% in the case of a null true signal. In other words,
due to BG fluctuations a negative s value is possible with a large probability,
although the physical signal rate is positive [21].

The toy MC provides an upper limit on the signal at the 90% CL as s̃90 = 2.0
events from the UEML fit. We then obtain the upper limit on the branching
ratio B90(τ → µγ) at the 90% CL as

B90(τ
− → µ−γ) ≡

s̃90

2ϵNττ
= 4.1 × 10−8, (2)

where the number of τ pairs produced is Nττ = (4.77 ± 0.07) × 108, and the
detection efficiency for the 2σ ellipse region is ϵ = 5.07%.

The systematic uncertainties for the BG PDF shape increase s̃90 to 2.2 [22].
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τ+	➔	μ+	γ

±3σ
±2σ

Fig. 5. (a) Minv – ∆E distribution in the search for τ → eγ in the 5σ region. Dots are
the data and shaded boxes indicate the signal MC. The dashed ellipse shows the 3σ
blinded region and the dot-dashed ellipse is the 2σ signal region. The dashed lines
indicate the 2σ band of the shorter ellipse axis, projected onto the longer ellipse axis.
The solid line indicates the dense BG region. (b) Data distribution within the 2σ

band. Here, E ≡ ∆E−∆E(0), M ≡ 3.0×c2×(Minv−M
(0)
inv) and α = 48◦. We obtain

the most probable values ∆E(0) and M
(0)
inv , M

(0)
inv = 1.775 GeV/c2, ∆E(0) = −2 MeV,

by a fit of the signal MC distribution to an asymmetric Gaussian. Points with error
bars are the data and the shaded histogram is the signal MC assuming a branching
ratio of 5 × 10−7. The solid curve shows the best fit.

The signal extraction process is the same as that for τ → µγ, described in the
former section. The BG is composed of (18±18)% e+e−γ (radiative Bhabha),
while the remainder is τ+τ−γ. No other background source is found in MC.
The UEML fit over the 2σ ellipse region results in s = −0.14+2.18

−2.45, b = 5.14+3.86
−2.81

with N = 5. The toy MC gives a probability of 48% to obtain s ≤ −0.14 in the
case of a null signal. Figure 5(b) is the same as Fig. 3(b), but for the τ → eγ
case. The upper limit of s̃90 = 3.3 is obtained by the toy MC in the case of
the UEML fit result. The upper limit on the branching ratio is calculated as

B90(τ
− → e−γ) ≡

s̃90

2ϵNττ
= 11.7 × 10−8, (4)

where the detection efficiency for the 2σ ellipse region is ϵ = 2.99%.

The systematic uncertainties for the BG PDF shape increase s̃90 to 3.4. The
other systematic uncertainties are similar to those for τ → µγ; minor differ-
ences are in the selection criteria (2.5%) and the trigger efficiency (2.0%). The
total uncertainty is 4.5%, and it increases the upper limit on the branching
ratio by 0.2%. Taking into account this systematic error, we obtain the 90%
CL upper limit,

B(τ− → e−γ) < 12.0 × 10−8. (5)
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The other systematic uncertainties arise from the track reconstruction effi-
ciency (2.0%), the photon reconstruction efficiency (2.0%), the selection cri-
teria (2.2%), the luminosity (1.4%), the trigger efficiency (0.9%), and the MC
statistics (0.3%). All contributions are added in quadrature to obtain the total
uncertainty of 4.0%. This uncertainty increases the upper limit on the branch-
ing ratio by 0.2% [22]. Since the angular distribution for τ → µγ depends on
the LFV interaction structure, we evaluate its effect on the result by assuming
the maximum possible variation, V ±A interactions, rather than the uniform
distribution that is the default in the MC analysis. No appreciable effect is
found for the upper limit.

Finally, the following upper limit on the branching ratio is obtained:

B(τ− → µ−γ) < 4.5 × 10−8 at the 90% CL. (3)

3 τ → eγ

For τ → eγ we use a procedure similar to that for τ → µγ.

3.1 Event Selection

We examine a τ+τ− sample, in which one τ decays to an electron and a
photon, and the other τ decays to a charged particle, but not an electron
(e/), neutrino(s) and any number of photons. Because the selection criteria are
quite similar to those for τ → µγ, below we describe only the differences.

An obvious difference is the replacement of the µ by an e on the signal side,
and using an e veto (e/) rather than a µ veto (µ/) on the tag side. The electron
on the signal side (eγ) is required to have Le > 0.90 and a momentum p > 1.0
GeV/c, while the e/ on the tag side should have Le < 0.1. Minor differences in
the kinematical selection include requirements on the missing mass squared
on the tag side and the opening angle between the tag-side track and the
missing particle on the tag side: −0.5 GeV2/c4 < m2

ν < 2.0 GeV2/c4, and
0.4 < cos θCM

miss−e/ < 0.99. The other requirements are the same as those for
τ → µγ, as shown in Fig. 4.

The Minv and ∆E resolutions are σhigh/low
Minv

= 14.76±0.18/25.38±0.38 MeV/c2

and σhigh/low
∆E = 35.66±0.62/89.98±1.72 MeV. The 5σ region with 1.65 GeV/c2

< Minv < 1.85 GeV/c2 and −0.45 GeV < ∆E < 0.18 GeV is used for the signal
evaluation. A 3σ ellipse is also blinded.
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at 90% CL

τ+	➔	ℓ+	γ

Belle Collaboration / Physics Letters B 666 (2008) 16–22 19

Fig. 2. Distributions in m2
miss–pmiss plane for data (dot) and signal MC (shaded box)

events. Events are chosen between the two lines in the figure. Also, pmiss > 0.4 is
required. The two lines correspond to the equations pmiss = −5 × m2

miss − 1 and
pmiss = 1.5 × m2

miss − 1. The applied requirements are the same as those in Fig. 1.

events, a requirement on the opening angle between the tag-
side track and the missing particle is applied, 0.4 < cos θCM

miss−/µ <

0.98. We calculate the missing mass squared on the tag side,
m2

ν = (ECM
µγ − ECM

tag )2 − (pCM
miss)

2, where ECM
µγ (ECM

tag ) is the sum of
the energy of the signal side µ and γ (the sum of the ener-
gies of all tag-side particles) in the CM frame, and then require
−1.0 GeV2/c4 < m2

ν < 2.0 GeV2/c4, as shown in Fig. 1(d). Finally,
the condition, pmiss > −5 × m2

miss − 1 and pmiss > 1.5 × m2
miss − 1,

is imposed. The missing mass is given by m2
miss = E2

miss − p2
miss (in

GeV/c2), where Emiss is the sum of the beam energies minus the
visible energy. This relation is illustrated by Fig. 2.

2.2. Background contribution

After the selection requirements described in the previous sub-
section, the dominant BG source is τ+τ− events with the decay
τ± → µ±νµντ or τ± → π±ντ where the π is misidentified as a
µ and is then combined with a photon from initial state radia-
tion or beam BG. Another source is the radiative e+e− → µ+µ−

process.
Two variables are used to identify the signal: Minv, the invari-

ant mass of (µγ ), and &E = ECM
µγ − ECM

beam, the energy difference
between the (µγ ) energy and the beam energy in the CM frame,
where the signal should have Minv ∼ mτ and &E ∼ 0. The resolu-
tions in Minv and &E are estimated by fitting asymmetric Gaus-
sians to the signal MC distributions giving σ high/low

Minv
= 14.49 ±

0.10/24.24 ± 0.13 MeV/c2 and σ high/low
&E = 35.29 ± 0.49/81.41 ±

0.94 MeV, where σ high/low means the standard deviation on the
higher/lower side of the peak.

To compare the data and MC simulation, we examine a 5σ
region with 1.65 GeV/c2 < Minv < 1.85 GeV/c2 and −0.41 GeV <
&E < 0.17 GeV, as shown in Fig. 3(a). A ‘blind analysis’ method is
used: a 3σ region as indicated by the dashed ellipse in Fig. 3(a)
is ‘blinded’ (not examined) until all selection criteria are finalized.
The detection efficiency for this region is determined from MC sim-
ulation to be 6.05%.

After the selections, we find 71 events remaining in data and
73.4 ± 6.7 events in MC in the 5σ region outside the blinded el-
lipse. According to MC, the remaining events are dominated by
the initial state radiation process τ+τ−γ –58.8 ± 4.3 (70.3 ± 4.7)
events and also include 13.1±4.9 (15.0±5.3) µ+µ−γ events with
incorrect µ identification, and 1.6 ± 1.6 (3.2 ± 2.2) two-photon
events, where the numbers in parentheses are the BGs that remain
in the entire 5σ region.

Fig. 3. (a) Minv–&E distribution in the search for τ → µγ in the 5σ region. Dots
are the data and shaded boxes indicate the signal MC. The dashed ellipse shows
the 3σ blinded region and the dot-dashed ellipse is the 2σ signal region. The
dashed lines indicate the 2σ band of the shorter ellipse axis, projected onto the
longer ellipse axis. The solid line indicates the dense BG region. (b) Data distribu-
tion within the 2σ band. Here, E ≡ &E − &E(0) , M≡ 3.0 × c2 × (Minv − M(0)

inv) and

α = 46◦ . We obtain the most probable values &E(0) and M(0)
inv , M(0)

inv = 1.776 GeV/c2,
&E(0) = −5 MeV, by fitting the signal MC distribution to an asymmetric Gaussian.
The open histogram is the data and the shaded one is the signal MC assuming a
branching ratio of 5 × 10−7. The solid curve shows the projection of the 2-dimen-
sional BG shape obtained by the unbinned extended maximum likelihood fit.

This background composition was understood in the previous
analysis; the τ+τ−γ process yields contributions in the &E < 0
region, while µ+µ−γ events mostly have &E > 0. Each contribu-
tion has a ridge-like distribution along the &E-direction that has a
small correlation with Minv. Therefore, these BG distributions are
well represented by a combination of Landau and Gaussian func-
tions as was found in Ref. [14]. Their shapes are determined by a fit
to a high statistics MC sample equivalent to more than three times
the data luminosity (a control data sample with twenty times the
statistics of the data) for the &E < 0 region (the &E > 0 region)
in the 5σ (Minv,&E) region. To obtain the final BG distribution,
we perform a binned maximum likelihood fit to the candidates in
the 5σ region outside the blinded ellipse. The final event distri-
bution in the data is very similar to that obtained from the MC:
(79.0 ± 9.2)% is τ+τ−γ , (15.8 ± 8.5)% is µ+µ−γ , and (5.2 ± 4.1)%
is from e+e−γ → e+e−µ+µ− .

2.3. Signal extraction and upper limit determination

After unblinding, we find 23 and 94 data events in the blinded
and 5σ regions, respectively, while 15.0±3.1 and 88.4±7.4 events
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Event	selection	

• 1-vs-3 event topology   
• two hemispheres: “signal” side and “tag” side 
•           within the tag side &  
• use thrust for       suppression  
• γ ➔ e+e− veto: 
• generic τ+τ− event suppression by 2D cut on 
pmiss -vs.-m2miss     

ΔE	&	M3l	as	main	variables		
• ±20σ for analysis 
• blinded analysis 
• background estimation in the M3l side-band

Analysis Method at B-Factories 
•  Signal side : !
!τ ! decay of interest!

•  Tag side : !
!τ ! 1 trk w/ n γ + missing!
-  1-prong decays occupy >80% of the τ decay!
-  Loose constraint on ν based on Pmiss, M2

miss!

•  Signal evaluation : !
-  M inv ~ M τ$
-  ΔE = E rec – E beam ~ 0!
-  Signal extraction by ML fit or counting!

•  Signal region is open after analysis cuts 
are finalized (blind analysis)!
•  Estimate BG using side-band data and MC!
•  If no excess, set UL using ML fit or counting 

method!

Signal MC$

Signal!
 region!

Background!

7 

~pmiss pmiss > 0.4 GeV/c

qq̄
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2. Event selection

We search for τ+τ− events in which one τ decays into three
leptons (signal τ ), while the other τ decays into one charged
track, any number of additional photons, and neutrinos (tag τ ).1

Candidate τ -pair events are required to have four tracks with
zero net charge. The following τ− decays into three leptons are
searched for: e−e+e− , µ−µ+µ− , e−µ+µ− , µ−e+e− , µ−e+µ− ,
and e−µ+e− . Since each decay mode has a different mix of back-
grounds, the event selection is optimized mode by mode. We op-
timize the selection criteria to improve the prospect of observing
evidence of a genuine signal, rather than to minimize the expected
upper limits, as detailed later.

The event selection starts by reconstructing four charged tracks
and any number of photons within the fiducial volume defined by
−0.866 < cos θ < 0.956, where θ is the polar angle relative to the
direction opposite to that of the incident e+ beam in the labora-
tory frame. The transverse momentum (pt ) of each charged track
and energy of each photon (Eγ ) are required to satisfy the require-
ments pt > 0.1 GeV/c and Eγ > 0.1 GeV, respectively. For each
charged track, the distance of the closest approach with respect
to the interaction point is required to be within ±0.5 cm in the
transverse direction and within ±3.0 cm in the longitudinal direc-
tion.

The particles in an event are then separated into two hemi-
spheres referred to as the signal and tag sides using the plane
perpendicular to the thrust axis, as calculated from the observed
tracks and photon candidates [27]. The tag side contains a charged
track while the signal side contains three charged tracks. We re-
quire all charged tracks on the signal side to be identified as
leptons. The electron (muon) identification criteria are P (e) > 0.9
(P (µ) > 0.9) for momenta greater than 0.3 GeV/c (0.6 GeV/c).
The electron (muon) identification efficiency for our selection cri-
teria is 91% (85%) while the probability of misidentifying a pion as
an electron (muon) is below 0.5% (2%).

To ensure that the missing particles are neutrinos rather than
photons or charged particles that pass outside the detector accep-
tance, we impose additional requirements on the missing momen-
tum p⃗miss, which is calculated by subtracting the vector sum of
the momenta of all tracks and photons from the sum of the e+

and e− beam momenta. We require that the magnitude of p⃗miss be
greater than 0.4 GeV/c and that its direction point into the fiducial
volume of the detector.

To reject qq̄ background, the magnitude of thrust (T ) should
lie in the range 0.90 < T < 0.97 for all modes except for τ− →
e−e+e− for which we require 0.90 < T < 0.96. The thrust range
for the e−e+e− mode is slightly different from that for the other
modes in order to remove a large background contribution from
Bhabha events in which a radiated photon converts. The T dis-
tribution for τ− → µ−µ+µ− is shown in Fig. 1. We also require
5.29 GeV < ECM

vis < 9.5 GeV, where ECM
vis is the total visible energy

in the CM system, defined as the sum of the energies of the three
leptons, the charged track on the tag side (with a pion mass hy-
pothesis) and all photon candidates.

Since neutrinos are emitted only on the tag side, the direc-
tion of p⃗miss should lie within the tag side of the event. The
cosine of the opening angle between p⃗miss and the charged track
on the tag side in the CM system, cos θCM

tag-miss, is therefore re-

quired to lie in the range 0.0 < cos θCM
tag-miss < 0.98. The require-

ment of cos θCM
tag-miss < 0.98 suppresses Bhabha, µ+µ− and two-

1 Unless otherwise stated, charge-conjugate decays are implied throughout this
Letter.

Fig. 1. Distribution of the thrust magnitude T for the τ− → µ−µ+µ− selection. The
points with error bars are data, and the open histogram shows the BG estimated
by MC. The shaded histogram is the BG from e+e− → qq̄. The dashed histogram
is signal MC. The region indicated by the arrow between the two vertical lines is
selected.

Table 1
Selection criteria for the missing momentum (pmiss) and missing mass squared
(m2

miss) for each mode. The units for pmiss and m2
miss are GeV/c and (GeV/c2)2,

respectively.

Mode Hadronic tag Leptonic tag

τ− → µ−µ+µ− pmiss > −3.0m2
miss − 1.0 pmiss > −2.5m2

miss
τ− → µ−e+e− pmiss > 3.0m2

miss − 1.5 pmiss > 1.3m2
miss − 1.0

τ− → e−µ+µ−

τ− → e−e+e− pmiss > −3.0m2
miss − 1.0 pmiss > −2.5m2

miss
pmiss > 4.2m2

miss − 1.5 pmiss > 2.0m2
miss − 1.0

τ− → e+µ−µ− not applied not applied
τ− → µ+e−e−

photon backgrounds since an undetected radiated photon results
in a missing momentum in the same ECL cluster as the tag-side
track [28]. The reconstructed mass on the tag side using a charged
track (with a pion mass hypothesis) and photons, mtag, is required
to be less than 1.78 GeV/c2.

Conversions (γ → e+e−) are a large background for the τ− →
e−e+e− and µ−e+e− modes. We require Mee > 0.2 GeV/c2, to re-
duce these backgrounds further. For the τ− → e−e+e− and τ− →
e−µ+µ− modes, the charged track on the tag side is required
not to be an electron. We apply the requirement P (e) < 0.1 since
a large background from two-photon and Bhabha events still re-
mains. Furthermore, we reject the event if the projection of the
charged track on the tag side is in gaps between the ECL barrel and
endcap. To reduce backgrounds from Bhabha and µ+µ− events
with extra tracks due to interaction with the detector material, we
require that the momentum in the CM system of the charged track
on the tag side be less than 4.5 GeV/c for the τ− → e−e+e− and
τ− → µ−e+e− modes.

Finally, to suppress backgrounds from generic τ+τ− and qq̄
events, we apply a selection based on the magnitude of the miss-
ing momentum pmiss and missing mass squared m2

miss for all
modes except for τ− → e+µ−µ− and µ+e−e− . We do not apply
this requirement for these two modes since their backgrounds are
much smaller. We apply different selection criteria depending on
whether the τ decay on the tag side is hadronic or leptonic: the
number of emitted neutrinos is two (one) when the τ decay on
the tag side is leptonic (hadronic). Therefore, we separate events
into two classes according to the track on the tag side: leptonic or
hadronic. The selection criteria are listed in Table 1.

For the optimization, we examine the relation between the
number of events (N99

obs), which would need to be observed to
obtain 99% confidence level (CL) evidence, and the number of ex-

Mee > 0.2 GeV/c2

Z
Ldt = 782 fb�1
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pected BG events (NBG). We find that better sensitivity is obtained
for smaller NBG, provided that the signal efficiency does not drop
drastically. For example, when we reduce NBG from 1 to 0.1, N99

obs
decreases from 5 to 2, as calculated with the POLE program [29].
This is equivalent to an improvement of the effective efficiency by
a factor of 2.5.

For the case of τ → µµµ we obtain an expected BG of
0.13 ± 0.06 with an efficiency of 7.6% for the event selection de-
scribed above. In this case, the branching fraction obtained from
N99

obs is B99 = 1.8 × 10−8, and the upper limit for the branch-
ing fraction at the 90% CL is BUL

90 < 2.1 × 10−8 for zero observed
events. When we relax the selection criteria by removing the re-
quirements on pmiss–m2

miss, the momentum and mass of the tag
side, cos θCM

tag-miss, thrust, and so on, we obtain an expected BG of

0.42 ± 0.17 with an efficiency of 8.9%, so that B99 = 2.3 × 10−8

and BUL
90 < 1.6 × 10−8 for zero observed events. For the relaxed se-

lection criteria, in the Feldman–Cousins approach [30] the upper
limits on the branching fractions are small when the number of
observed events fluctuates below the number of expected back-
ground events. As mentioned above, we optimize the selection
criteria to obtain good sensitivity for signal discovery. Therefore,
we choose the selection criteria described above to minimize B99
with the signal region defined below.

The following main background sources remain after the event
selection, which are estimated from the MC and data: Bhabha and
γ γ → e+e− for τ− → e−e+e− , γ γ → µ+µ− for τ− → µ−e+e−

and e−µ+µ− , τ -pairs and qq̄ for τ− → µ−µ+µ− , e−µ+e− and
µ−e+µ− .

3. Signal and background estimation

The signal candidates are examined in two-dimensional plots
of the ℓ−ℓ+ℓ− invariant mass (M3ℓ), and the difference between
the summed energy and the beam energy in the CM system (%E).
A signal event should have M3ℓ close to the τ -lepton mass and %E
close to zero. We define an elliptical signal region in the M3ℓ–%E
plane, which is optimized using the signal MC, to have a minimum
area containing 90% of the signal after all the selections.

In order not to bias our choice of selection criteria, we blind
the data in the signal region and estimate the signal efficiency
and the number of background events from the MC and the data
outside the signal region. Fig. 2 shows scatter-plots for the data
and the signal MC distributed over ±20σ on the M3ℓ–%E plane.
We observe no events for τ− → µ−e+e− , e−µ+e− , µ−e+µ− , one
event for τ− → µ−µ+µ− , two events for τ− → e−e+e− and three
events for τ− → e−µ+µ− , outside the signal region. The γ con-
version veto effectively reduces the background for τ− → e−e+e− .

The final estimate of the number of background events is based
on the data with looser selection criteria for particle identification
and the event selection in the M3ℓ sideband region, which is de-
fined as the box inside the horizontal lines but excluding the signal
region, as shown by the horizontal lines in Fig. 2. For example, we
obtain 5 events in the sideband region for τ− → µ−µ+µ− , when
a less stringent PID criterion, P (µ) > 0.6, is applied. Assuming that
the background distribution is uniform in the sideband region, the
number of background events in the signal box is estimated by
interpolating the number of observed events in the sideband re-
gion into the signal region. The signal efficiency and the number
of expected background events for each mode are summarized in
Table 2.

We estimate the systematic uncertainties due to lepton iden-
tification, charged track finding, MC statistics, and the integrated
luminosity. The uncertainty due to the trigger efficiency is negligi-
ble compared with the other uncertainties. The uncertainties due

Fig. 2. Scatter-plots in the M3ℓ–%E plane, showing the ±20σ area for (a) τ− →
e−e+e− , (b) τ− → µ−µ+µ− , (c) τ− → e−µ+µ− , (d) τ− → µ−e+e− , (e) τ− →
e+µ−µ− and (f) τ− → µ+e−e− . The data are indicated by the solid circles. The
filled boxes show the MC signal distribution with arbitrary normalization. The el-
liptical signal regions shown by the solid curves are used for evaluating the signal
yield. The region between the horizontal solid lines excluding the signal region is
used to estimate the background expected in the elliptical region.

to lepton identification are 2.2% per electron and 2.0% per muon.
The uncertainty due to charged track finding is estimated to be
1.0% per charged track. The uncertainty due to the electron veto
on the tag side applied for the τ− → e−e+e− and τ− → e−µ+µ−

modes is estimated to be the same as the uncertainty due to the
electron identification. For other modes, we use the same system-
atic uncertainty for leptonic and hadronic decays on the tag side,
because we do not apply any lepton/hadron identification require-
ments for any charged track on the tag side. The uncertainties
due to MC statistics and luminosity are estimated to be (0.5–0.9)%
and 1.4%, respectively. We do not include an uncertainty due to
the signal MC model. All these uncertainties are added in quadra-
ture, and the total systematic uncertainty for each mode is listed
in Table 2.

4. Upper limits on the branching fractions

Finally, we examine the signal region and find no events for all
considered modes. Therefore, we set upper limits on the branching
fractions of τ− → ℓ−ℓ+ℓ− based on the Feldman–Cousins method.
The 90% C.L. upper limit on the number of signal events includ-
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pected BG events (NBG). We find that better sensitivity is obtained
for smaller NBG, provided that the signal efficiency does not drop
drastically. For example, when we reduce NBG from 1 to 0.1, N99

obs
decreases from 5 to 2, as calculated with the POLE program [29].
This is equivalent to an improvement of the effective efficiency by
a factor of 2.5.

For the case of τ → µµµ we obtain an expected BG of
0.13 ± 0.06 with an efficiency of 7.6% for the event selection de-
scribed above. In this case, the branching fraction obtained from
N99

obs is B99 = 1.8 × 10−8, and the upper limit for the branch-
ing fraction at the 90% CL is BUL

90 < 2.1 × 10−8 for zero observed
events. When we relax the selection criteria by removing the re-
quirements on pmiss–m2

miss, the momentum and mass of the tag
side, cos θCM

tag-miss, thrust, and so on, we obtain an expected BG of

0.42 ± 0.17 with an efficiency of 8.9%, so that B99 = 2.3 × 10−8

and BUL
90 < 1.6 × 10−8 for zero observed events. For the relaxed se-

lection criteria, in the Feldman–Cousins approach [30] the upper
limits on the branching fractions are small when the number of
observed events fluctuates below the number of expected back-
ground events. As mentioned above, we optimize the selection
criteria to obtain good sensitivity for signal discovery. Therefore,
we choose the selection criteria described above to minimize B99
with the signal region defined below.

The following main background sources remain after the event
selection, which are estimated from the MC and data: Bhabha and
γ γ → e+e− for τ− → e−e+e− , γ γ → µ+µ− for τ− → µ−e+e−

and e−µ+µ− , τ -pairs and qq̄ for τ− → µ−µ+µ− , e−µ+e− and
µ−e+µ− .

3. Signal and background estimation

The signal candidates are examined in two-dimensional plots
of the ℓ−ℓ+ℓ− invariant mass (M3ℓ), and the difference between
the summed energy and the beam energy in the CM system (%E).
A signal event should have M3ℓ close to the τ -lepton mass and %E
close to zero. We define an elliptical signal region in the M3ℓ–%E
plane, which is optimized using the signal MC, to have a minimum
area containing 90% of the signal after all the selections.

In order not to bias our choice of selection criteria, we blind
the data in the signal region and estimate the signal efficiency
and the number of background events from the MC and the data
outside the signal region. Fig. 2 shows scatter-plots for the data
and the signal MC distributed over ±20σ on the M3ℓ–%E plane.
We observe no events for τ− → µ−e+e− , e−µ+e− , µ−e+µ− , one
event for τ− → µ−µ+µ− , two events for τ− → e−e+e− and three
events for τ− → e−µ+µ− , outside the signal region. The γ con-
version veto effectively reduces the background for τ− → e−e+e− .

The final estimate of the number of background events is based
on the data with looser selection criteria for particle identification
and the event selection in the M3ℓ sideband region, which is de-
fined as the box inside the horizontal lines but excluding the signal
region, as shown by the horizontal lines in Fig. 2. For example, we
obtain 5 events in the sideband region for τ− → µ−µ+µ− , when
a less stringent PID criterion, P (µ) > 0.6, is applied. Assuming that
the background distribution is uniform in the sideband region, the
number of background events in the signal box is estimated by
interpolating the number of observed events in the sideband re-
gion into the signal region. The signal efficiency and the number
of expected background events for each mode are summarized in
Table 2.

We estimate the systematic uncertainties due to lepton iden-
tification, charged track finding, MC statistics, and the integrated
luminosity. The uncertainty due to the trigger efficiency is negligi-
ble compared with the other uncertainties. The uncertainties due

Fig. 2. Scatter-plots in the M3ℓ–%E plane, showing the ±20σ area for (a) τ− →
e−e+e− , (b) τ− → µ−µ+µ− , (c) τ− → e−µ+µ− , (d) τ− → µ−e+e− , (e) τ− →
e+µ−µ− and (f) τ− → µ+e−e− . The data are indicated by the solid circles. The
filled boxes show the MC signal distribution with arbitrary normalization. The el-
liptical signal regions shown by the solid curves are used for evaluating the signal
yield. The region between the horizontal solid lines excluding the signal region is
used to estimate the background expected in the elliptical region.

to lepton identification are 2.2% per electron and 2.0% per muon.
The uncertainty due to charged track finding is estimated to be
1.0% per charged track. The uncertainty due to the electron veto
on the tag side applied for the τ− → e−e+e− and τ− → e−µ+µ−

modes is estimated to be the same as the uncertainty due to the
electron identification. For other modes, we use the same system-
atic uncertainty for leptonic and hadronic decays on the tag side,
because we do not apply any lepton/hadron identification require-
ments for any charged track on the tag side. The uncertainties
due to MC statistics and luminosity are estimated to be (0.5–0.9)%
and 1.4%, respectively. We do not include an uncertainty due to
the signal MC model. All these uncertainties are added in quadra-
ture, and the total systematic uncertainty for each mode is listed
in Table 2.

4. Upper limits on the branching fractions

Finally, we examine the signal region and find no events for all
considered modes. Therefore, we set upper limits on the branching
fractions of τ− → ℓ−ℓ+ℓ− based on the Feldman–Cousins method.
The 90% C.L. upper limit on the number of signal events includ-
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pected BG events (NBG). We find that better sensitivity is obtained
for smaller NBG, provided that the signal efficiency does not drop
drastically. For example, when we reduce NBG from 1 to 0.1, N99

obs
decreases from 5 to 2, as calculated with the POLE program [29].
This is equivalent to an improvement of the effective efficiency by
a factor of 2.5.

For the case of τ → µµµ we obtain an expected BG of
0.13 ± 0.06 with an efficiency of 7.6% for the event selection de-
scribed above. In this case, the branching fraction obtained from
N99

obs is B99 = 1.8 × 10−8, and the upper limit for the branch-
ing fraction at the 90% CL is BUL

90 < 2.1 × 10−8 for zero observed
events. When we relax the selection criteria by removing the re-
quirements on pmiss–m2

miss, the momentum and mass of the tag
side, cos θCM

tag-miss, thrust, and so on, we obtain an expected BG of

0.42 ± 0.17 with an efficiency of 8.9%, so that B99 = 2.3 × 10−8

and BUL
90 < 1.6 × 10−8 for zero observed events. For the relaxed se-

lection criteria, in the Feldman–Cousins approach [30] the upper
limits on the branching fractions are small when the number of
observed events fluctuates below the number of expected back-
ground events. As mentioned above, we optimize the selection
criteria to obtain good sensitivity for signal discovery. Therefore,
we choose the selection criteria described above to minimize B99
with the signal region defined below.

The following main background sources remain after the event
selection, which are estimated from the MC and data: Bhabha and
γ γ → e+e− for τ− → e−e+e− , γ γ → µ+µ− for τ− → µ−e+e−

and e−µ+µ− , τ -pairs and qq̄ for τ− → µ−µ+µ− , e−µ+e− and
µ−e+µ− .

3. Signal and background estimation

The signal candidates are examined in two-dimensional plots
of the ℓ−ℓ+ℓ− invariant mass (M3ℓ), and the difference between
the summed energy and the beam energy in the CM system (%E).
A signal event should have M3ℓ close to the τ -lepton mass and %E
close to zero. We define an elliptical signal region in the M3ℓ–%E
plane, which is optimized using the signal MC, to have a minimum
area containing 90% of the signal after all the selections.

In order not to bias our choice of selection criteria, we blind
the data in the signal region and estimate the signal efficiency
and the number of background events from the MC and the data
outside the signal region. Fig. 2 shows scatter-plots for the data
and the signal MC distributed over ±20σ on the M3ℓ–%E plane.
We observe no events for τ− → µ−e+e− , e−µ+e− , µ−e+µ− , one
event for τ− → µ−µ+µ− , two events for τ− → e−e+e− and three
events for τ− → e−µ+µ− , outside the signal region. The γ con-
version veto effectively reduces the background for τ− → e−e+e− .

The final estimate of the number of background events is based
on the data with looser selection criteria for particle identification
and the event selection in the M3ℓ sideband region, which is de-
fined as the box inside the horizontal lines but excluding the signal
region, as shown by the horizontal lines in Fig. 2. For example, we
obtain 5 events in the sideband region for τ− → µ−µ+µ− , when
a less stringent PID criterion, P (µ) > 0.6, is applied. Assuming that
the background distribution is uniform in the sideband region, the
number of background events in the signal box is estimated by
interpolating the number of observed events in the sideband re-
gion into the signal region. The signal efficiency and the number
of expected background events for each mode are summarized in
Table 2.

We estimate the systematic uncertainties due to lepton iden-
tification, charged track finding, MC statistics, and the integrated
luminosity. The uncertainty due to the trigger efficiency is negligi-
ble compared with the other uncertainties. The uncertainties due

Fig. 2. Scatter-plots in the M3ℓ–%E plane, showing the ±20σ area for (a) τ− →
e−e+e− , (b) τ− → µ−µ+µ− , (c) τ− → e−µ+µ− , (d) τ− → µ−e+e− , (e) τ− →
e+µ−µ− and (f) τ− → µ+e−e− . The data are indicated by the solid circles. The
filled boxes show the MC signal distribution with arbitrary normalization. The el-
liptical signal regions shown by the solid curves are used for evaluating the signal
yield. The region between the horizontal solid lines excluding the signal region is
used to estimate the background expected in the elliptical region.

to lepton identification are 2.2% per electron and 2.0% per muon.
The uncertainty due to charged track finding is estimated to be
1.0% per charged track. The uncertainty due to the electron veto
on the tag side applied for the τ− → e−e+e− and τ− → e−µ+µ−

modes is estimated to be the same as the uncertainty due to the
electron identification. For other modes, we use the same system-
atic uncertainty for leptonic and hadronic decays on the tag side,
because we do not apply any lepton/hadron identification require-
ments for any charged track on the tag side. The uncertainties
due to MC statistics and luminosity are estimated to be (0.5–0.9)%
and 1.4%, respectively. We do not include an uncertainty due to
the signal MC model. All these uncertainties are added in quadra-
ture, and the total systematic uncertainty for each mode is listed
in Table 2.

4. Upper limits on the branching fractions

Finally, we examine the signal region and find no events for all
considered modes. Therefore, we set upper limits on the branching
fractions of τ− → ℓ−ℓ+ℓ− based on the Feldman–Cousins method.
The 90% C.L. upper limit on the number of signal events includ-
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and 1.4%, respectively. We do not include an uncertainty due to
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Table 2
Results with nominal selection criteria: the signal efficiency (ε), the number of
expected background events (NBG) estimated from the sideband data, the total sys-
tematic uncertainty (σsyst), the number of observed events in the signal region
(Nobs) and 90% C.L. upper limit on the branching fraction (B) for each individual
mode.

Mode ε (%) NBG σsyst (%) Nobs B (×10−8)

τ− → e−e+e− 6.0 0.21 ± 0.15 9.8 0 < 2.7
τ− → µ−µ+µ− 7.6 0.13 ± 0.06 7.4 0 < 2.1
τ− → e−µ+µ− 6.1 0.10 ± 0.04 9.5 0 < 2.7
τ− → µ−e+e− 9.3 0.04 ± 0.04 7.8 0 < 1.8
τ− → e+µ−µ− 10.1 0.02 ± 0.02 7.6 0 < 1.7
τ− → µ+e−e− 11.5 0.01 ± 0.01 7.7 0 < 1.5

ing the systematic uncertainty (s90) is obtained by the POLE pro-
gram without conditioning [29] with the number of expected back-
ground events, the number of observed events and the systematic
uncertainty. The upper limit on the branching fraction (B) is then
given by

B
!
τ− → ℓ−ℓ+ℓ−"

<
s90

2Nττ ε
, (1)

where the number of τ pairs, Nττ = 719 × 106, is obtained from
the integrated luminosity of 782 fb−1 and the cross section of
τ pair production, which is calculated in the updated version of
KKMC [31] to be σττ = (0.919±0.003) nb. The 90% C.L. upper lim-
its on the branching fractions B(τ− → ℓ−ℓ+ℓ−) are in the range
between 1.5×10−8 and 2.7×10−8 and are summarized in Table 2.

5. Summary

We report results of a search for lepton-flavor-violating τ de-
cays into three leptons using 782 fb−1 of data. No events are ob-
served and we set 90% C.L. upper limits on the branching fractions:
B(τ− → e−e+e−) < 2.7 × 10−8, B(τ− → µ−µ+µ−) < 2.1 × 10−8,
B(τ− → e−µ+µ−) < 2.7 × 10−8, B(τ− → µ−e+e−) < 1.8 × 10−8,
B(τ− → e+µ−µ−) < 1.7 × 10−8 and B(τ− → µ+e−e−) < 1.5 ×
10−8. These results improve the best previously published upper
limits by factors from 1.3 to 1.6, and are the most stringent upper
limits of all τ decays. These upper limits can be used to constrain
the space of parameters in various models beyond the SM.
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τ+	➔	ℓ+	h−	h′+		and		ℓ−	h+	h′+
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Fig. 4. Scatter plots in the Mℓhh′ –"E plane within a ±20σ region for the (a) τ− → µ−π+π− , (b) τ− → µ+π−π− , (c) τ− → µ− K + K − , (d) τ− → µ+ K − K − , (e) τ− →
µ−π+ K − , (f) τ− → µ− K +π− , and (g) τ− → µ+π− K − modes. The data are indicated by the solid circles. The filled boxes show the MC signal distribution with arbitrary
normalization. The elliptical signal regions shown by solid curves are used for evaluating the signal yield. The region between two horizontal solid lines excluding the signal
region is used as a sideband.

and is smaller than the background statistical error. The signal ef-
ficiency and the number of expected background events with its
uncertainty, obtained by adding statistical and systematic uncer-
tainties in quadrature for each mode, are summarized in Table 3.
After estimating the background, we open the blinded regions. We
observe one candidate event for each of the τ− → µ+π−π− and
µ−π+K − modes, and no candidate events for the other modes.
The numbers of events observed in the signal region are consis-
tent with the expected background levels.

The dominant systematic uncertainties for this analysis come
from the resolution in Mℓhh′ and "E and from particle identi-
fication. We estimate the uncertainties from resolutions of Mℓhh′

and "E due to the difference between data and MC samples to be
(3.7–4.8)%. The uncertainties due to lepton identification are 2.2%
and 1.9% from modes with an electron and a muon, respectively.
The uncertainties due to hadron identification are 1.3% and 1.8% for
pion and kaon candidates, respectively. The uncertainty due to the
charged track finding is estimated to be 0.35% per charged track;
therefore, the total uncertainty due to the charged track finding
is 1.4%. The uncertainty due to integrated luminosity is estimated
to be 1.4%. The uncertainties due to the trigger efficiency and MC
statistics are negligible compared with the other uncertainties. All

these uncertainties are added in quadrature, and the total system-
atic uncertainties for all modes are (5.5–6.7)%.

4. Upper limits on the branching fractions

Since no statistically significant excess of data over the expected
background in the signal region is observed, we set upper lim-
its on the branching fractions of the τ → ℓhh′ modes using the
Feldman–Cousins method [21]. The 90% C.L. upper limit on the
number of signal events including systematic uncertainty (s90) is
obtained using the POLE program without conditioning [22] based
on the number of expected background events, the number of ob-
served events and the systematic uncertainty. The upper limit on
the branching fraction (B) is then given by

B
!
τ → ℓhh′" <

s90

2Nττ ε
, (2)

where Nττ is the number of τ+τ− pairs, and ε is the signal
efficiency. The value Nττ = 782 × 106 is obtained from the in-
tegrated luminosity and the cross section of τ -pair production,
which is calculated in KKMC [23] to be σττ = 0.919 ± 0.003 nb
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TABLE III: Summary of upper limits for each mode. The table shows the signal efficiency (ε),

the number of expected background events (NBG) estimated from the sideband data, the total
systematic uncertainty (σsyst), the number of observed events in the signal region (Nobs), 90% C.L.
upper limit on the number of signal events including systematic uncertainties (s90) and 90% C.L.

upper limit on the branching fraction (B) for each individual mode.

Mode ε (%) NBG σsyst (%) Nobs s90 B (10−8)

τ− → µ−π+π− 5.83 0.63 ± 0.23 5.7 0 1.87 2.1

τ− → µ+π−π− 6.55 0.33 ± 0.16 5.6 1 4.01 3.9

τ− → e−π+π− 5.45 0.55 ± 0.23 5.7 0 1.94 2.3

τ− → e+π−π− 6.56 0.37 ± 0.19 5.5 0 2.10 2.0

τ− → µ−K+K− 2.85 0.51 ± 0.19 6.1 0 1.97 4.4

τ− → µ+K−K− 2.98 0.25 ± 0.13 6.2 0 2.21 4.7

τ− → e−K+K− 4.29 0.17 ± 0.10 6.7 0 2.29 3.4

τ− → e+K−K− 4.64 0.06 ± 0.06 6.5 0 2.39 3.3

τ− → µ−π+K− 2.72 0.72 ± 0.28 6.2 1 3.65 8.6

τ− → e−π+K− 3.97 0.18 ± 0.13 6.4 0 2.27 3.7

τ− → µ−K+π− 2.62 0.64 ± 0.23 5.7 0 1.86 4.5

τ− → e−K+π− 4.07 0.55 ± 0.31 6.2 0 1.97 3.1

τ− → µ+K−π− 2.55 0.56 ± 0.21 6.1 0 1.93 4.8

τ− → e+K−π− 4.00 0.46 ± 0.21 6.2 0 2.03 3.2

(B) is then given by

B(τ → ℓhh′) <
s90

2Nττε
, (2)

where Nττ is the number of τ+τ−pairs, and ε is the signal efficiency. The value Nττ = 782×
106 is obtained from the integrated luminosity and the cross section of τ -pair production,
which is calculated in KKMC [23] to be σττ = 0.919± 0.003 nb and σττ = 0.875± 0.003 nb
for 782 fb−1 at Υ(4S) and 72 fb−1 at Υ(5S), respectively. Table III summarizes the results
for all modes. The upper limits for the τ → ehh′ modes are in the range (2.0− 3.7)× 10−8

while those for the τ → µhh′ modes are in the range (2.1−8.6)×10−8. These results improve
upon our previously published upper limits [11] by factors of about 1.8 on average. This
improvement results both from using a larger data sample and from the introduction of an
improved rejection of specific backgrounds, such as di-baryon production in the continuum
for the τ → µhh′ modes, and improved kinematic event selections, for example, the Mπππ

requirement for the τ → ℓπK modes.

SUMMARY

We have searched for lepton-flavor and lepton-number-violating τ decays into a lepton
and two charged mesons using 854 fb−1 of data. We obtain 90% C.L. upper limits on the
branching fractions of τ → ehh′ in the range (2.0−3.7)×10−8 and upper limits on τ → µhh′

in the range (2.1− 8.6)× 10−8. These results improve upon our previously published upper
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for the next Luminosity FrontierSuperKEKB is the next luminosity frontier
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Next	step:	Luminosity	upgrade



SuperKEKB		&		Belle	II
Body	Level	One	

* Body Level Two 

- Body Level Three 

• Body Level Four 

• Body Level Five
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e� �! (?) e+

7 GeV 4 GeV

B+ ! ⌧+⌫⌧ , B+ ! `+⌫` prospects @ Belle II

• Lpeak = 8 ⇥ 1035cm�2s�1, Lint = 50ab�1

• B+ ! ⌧+⌫⌧

* �B ⇠ a few %
* need better precision for fB|Vub|

• B+ ! µ+⌫µ, B+ ! e+⌫e

* 5� observation expected for
B+ ! µ+⌫µ (SM) at ⇠ 10ab�1

* O(10�8) sensitivity at 10ab�1

* interesting to compare with B+ ! ⌧+⌫⌧

Prospect at Belle II�
•  7GeV e- ×4GeV e+,  
•  Lpeak = 8 ×1035cm-2s-1,  
•  Lint = 50ab-1 

•  B � τν%
•  Precision ~ a few % 

•  Need better precision for fB |Vub|. 

•  B � µν, eν%
•  5σ observation expected for 

B(B�μ�)SM at ~10 ab−1. 
•  O(10−8) sensitivity at 50 ab−1. 
•  Interesting to compare w/ B�τν%
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Charged Higgs constraint (Type-II 2HDM) 

50 ab−1 

Assume  
Δexp�~ 1/√L,  
ΔfB|Vub| = 4 % �
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Challenges	&	responses	for	Belle	II
Severe	beam	background		

• due to ×40 increase in Lpeak   

• fine segmentation and fast readout ➔ reduce 
occupancy 

• replace detector components 

Some	big	changes	

• vertex: SVD (4 layers) ➔ PXD (2) + SVD (4) 

• hadron identification: binary Cherenkov ➔ iTOP 
(“imaging Time-of-Propagation”) 
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Experimental challenge at 
higher luminosity 

• For a higher luminosity
– More beam background (20 x)
– Higher trigger rate (0.5 -> 30kHz)
– More radiation hardness

• Important improvements
– Hermeticity for full reconstruction

=> Finer granularity (more channels)
– Impact parameter resolution

=> Smaller beam pipe (1.5cm -> 1.0cm)
=> Pixel detector (DEPFET)

– Ks vertex reconstruction efficiency
=> Lager SVD coverage

– Better K / π separation
=> New Particle ID devices

Tau LFV in B factory @ NuFact 2016 32



Vertex Detector: PXD and SVD 

32 cmarinas@uni-bonn.de 

• Pixel Detector (PXD) 
2 layers of DEPFET pixels 
r = 1.4 cm, 2.2 cm 
L = 12 cm 
~ 0.027 m2 

• Silicon Vertex Detector (SVD) 
4 layers of DSSD 
r = 3.8 cm, 8.0 cm, 11.5 cm, 14 cm 
L = 60 cm 
~ 1 m2 

SVD 

PXD 

Vertexing	for	Belle	II
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SVD
• 4 layers of DSSD
• r = 3.8, 8.0, 11.5, 14.0 (cm)
• L = 60 cm

PXD (pixel detector)
• 2 layers of DEPFET
• r = 1.4, 2.2 (cm)
• L = 12 cm

SuperKEKB: Nano beam option, 1 cm radius of beam pipe

SVD

PXD

2 layer Si pixel detector (DEPFET technology)
(R = 1.4, 2.2 cm)                   monolithic sensor
thickness 75 µm (!), pixel size ~50 x 50 µm² 

4 layer Si strip detector (DSSD)
(R = 3.8, 8.0, 11.5, 14.0 cm)

„PXD“

„SVD“

Significant improvement in z-vertex resolution

15µm
30µm

Belle

Belle II

pβsin(θ) [GeV/c]
0.4 2.00 0.8 1.2 1.6

100

20

50

σ [µm] PXD+SVD

Vertexing: Silicon Tracking System @ Belle II

DEPFET:
thin sensor (75 µm)
unique worldwide

C. Kiesling, 55. International Winter Meeting on Nuclear Physics, January 23-27, 2017, Bormio, Italy
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hadron	ID	for	Belle	II
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Quartz radiator

Barrel PID : iTOP
Detection of internally reflected Cherenkov (DIRC):
• Cherenkov pattern in two hit coordinates and time of propagation.

Tau LFV in B factory @ NuFact 2016 29
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iTOP module
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in data and MC

• Assembly of iTOP
modules is ongoing
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Challenges	&	responses:	ECL
ECL	is	essential	for	γ	and	e±	detection	

•hence indispensable for τ LFV (                               etc.) 

Belle	ECL	

• CsI(Tl) crystals with PIN photodiode 

Belle	II	ECL	

• upgrade is needed due to higher rates & radiation load 

• waveform sampling in new readout electronics  
- timing resolution < 4.5 ns in cosmic-ray test of barrel ECL  

• use of pure-CsI for endcap crystals being considered

28
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Belle	II	ECL	performances	(TB)
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to a good timing providing by the mentioned scheme. Thus, even in the case of 20 times larger
background the resulting fake rate is expected to be lower than in the current barrel calorimeter.

We performed a study of radiation hardness of the full size pure CsI crystals produced in
Kharkov (Ukraina). In these study 14 full size crystals were irradiated by the wide gamma beam
with the average energy of about 1 MeV generated by the 1.5 MeV electron accelerator ELV-6
at BINP. The absorbed dose increased step by step up to 14 krad. The most of the crystals
(11) showed a light output reduction less than 20% while for 3 crystals the light output drops
to 25-30% Thus, we consider the radiation hardness of the pure CsI crystals as acceptable for
Belle II encaps.

The beam test with 20 pure CsI crystals coupled with PP and electronics provided waveform
analysis was carried out at BINP photon beam [6].

The photon beam is produced by the Compton back scattering of the laser photons by the
high energy electron beam circulating in the VEPP-4M storage ring. The resulting Compton
spectrum is approximately uniform with a sharp edge corresponding to the maximum energy
ω = 4γ2ω0/(1+ 4γω0/me), where γ is a electron beam relativistic factor, ω0 is the energy of the
laser photon and me – electron mass. The energy resolution can be studied both by analyzing
of the smearing of the Compton edge of the measured spectrum using the scattered electron
tagging system.

Measured energy resolution (Fig. 5) is consistent with the CsI(Tl) ECL energy resolution [7]
and MC predictions. The time resolution better than 1 ns for energy more than 20 MeV has
been obtained.
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Figure 5. Energy (left plot) and time (right) resolution for photons obtained at the beam test
(circles) and the results from beam test of the Belle ECL CsI(Tl) prototype [7] (squares).

6. Conclusion
• To keep good performance of the calorimeter at high background conditions of the Belle II

experiment we upgrade the calorimeter electronics. This work is in progress. Most of the
modules are produces and tested. The tests demonstrated proper performance of the new
electronics.

• R&D works on the endcap calorimeter based on pure CsI counters with modified electronics
is going on. This modification should provide drastic suppression both pile-up noise as and
fake clusters rate in the endcaps.
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KEK	(High	Energy	Accelerator	Research	Organiza6on)	

n  In	Belle:	CsI(TI)	crystals	with	PIN-
photodiode	

n  Upgrade	for	beam	BG	tolerance:		
–  CsI(TI)	in	endcap	are	replaced	with	

pure	CsI.	
n  Time	constant:	1μs	à	30ns	

–  Waveform	sampling	analysis	in	new	
readout	electronics	

n  Barrel	ECL:	under	cosmic	ray	
commissioning	
–  Typical	Kming	resoluKon	<	4.5ns	

n  Endcap	ECL:	to	be	installed	
–  BWD:	Jan.	2017	
–  FWD:	Oct.	2017	with	ARICH
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Challenges	&	responses:	KLM
KLM	is	essential	for	μ±	detection	

•hence indispensable for τ LFV (                                etc.) 

Belle	KLM	

• alternating layers of iron plates (partly for flux return) and RPC 

Belle	II	KLM	

• Belle’s RPC system cannot handle high background rates 

• all RPC’s in endcaps and 2 innermost barrel layers are replaced 
with scintillators  

• readout electronic under production (will be ready by summer 2017)
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 6: ȐȬȫ KLM ȢǸȥȸȫƷǤȳǹȈȸȫܦʕƷ

ᨼӳϙჇŵ

4 エンドキャップKLM

Ǩȳȉǭȣȃȗ KLMƸᲦǨȳȉȨȸǯᢿƴӕǓ˄ƚ

ƯƋǔ౨Ј֥ƴƳǔŵǨȳȉȨȸǯƸᲦȐȬȫᢿƴᔟǛ

ƢǔǑƏƳ 8 ᚌ௵ཞƷನᡯ˳ưᲦጏƴ 2 ƭƴЎƔǕƯ

ƓǓᲦƘƜƱƴǑƬƯȐȬȫᢿɶځƴǢǯǻǹưƖǔ

ǑƏƴƳǔŵƜƷȨȸǯƷЏǓӝƔǒ౨Ј֥ǛɥᢿᲦɦ

ᢿǁƱࠀƠᡂǉƜƱƴƳǔŵȐȬȫ KLM Ƹ 15 ƩƬޖ

ƨƕᲦǨȳȉǭȣȃȗ KLM ƷئӳƸ 14 ưޖ 1 Ƴݲޖ

ƍŵȢǸȥȸȫƷཞƸᲦǨȳȉȨȸǯƕ 8 ᚌ௵ƳƷư

ȢǸȥȸȫǋ 8 ᚌ௵Ǜ 4 ƭƴЏƬƨǋƷƔƳƱᙸƤƔ

ƚƯᲦܱƸưƋǔ4ŵƜƪǒƸᲦȐȬȫ KLM ƷȢ

ǸȥȸȫƱᢌƬƯᲦƢǂƯƷޖưӷơཞǛƠƯƍǔŵ

4.1 製作と輸送，そして組み立て
Ǩȳȉǭȣȃȗ KLM Ʒᙌ˺ƴƭƍƯƸᲦȭǷǢƷ

ITEPǰȫȸȗƕɶƱƳƬƯᡶǊƯƍǔŵ

ȢǸȥȸȫƷಒဦǛ 7ƴƠǊƢŵȢǸȥȸȫƕ

ƳƷưȗȩǹȁȃǯǷȳȁȬȸǿƷཞǋᲦƱƍ

ƏƜƱƸƳƘƯǍƸǓኬᧈƍႺ૾˳ưᲦࢽǒǕǔˮፗऴ

ƸȐȬȫᢿƱӷơإ XYࡈưƋǔ5ŵȗȩǹȁȃǯǷȳ

ȁȬȸǿƸȭǷǢᙌǛ̅ဇƠƯƍǔ ) 8)ŵǹȈȪȃȗ

ƷǵǤǺƱƠƯƸᲦࠢƸȐȬȫᢿƱƦǕƱӷơƘ 4cmᲦ

ҽǈƸ 0.7cmᲦႺ૾˳ǛƴƖᛄǊǔƷưᲦᧈƞƸ

60 ∼ 280cmƴƳǔŵࡈƝƱƴ 75 ஜƷǹȈȪȃȗᲦ1
ȢǸȥȸȫƋƨǓ 150 ȁȣȳȍȫנ܍ƢǔŵƜǕǛɟ

 ITEPưˎኵǛᘍƏŵφ˳ႎƳ˺ಅƱƠƯƸᲦǷȳȁ

ȬȸǿƴไǛǓᲦWLS ȕǡǤȐȸǛᚨፗᲦܭǛᘍ

ƏŵƦƷࢸ 15 ஜɟኵƴƠƯბǛᘍƍᲦƦƜƴɶࣱ܇

ถᡮဇƷȝȪǹȁȬȳǋბƢǔŵƦƠƯᲦƜǕǒǛ 10
ǻȃȈ˺ƬƯᲦ1 ȢǸȥȸȫЎǛെȜȸȫƴѼƢǔŵ

ƜǕǒƷ˺ಅǛᘍƍᲦƜƷെȜȸȫረƱ܇ཞƷǵȝȸ

4ᚌƕƋǔƱǤȳǹȈȸȫƠƴƘƦƏƩŵ
5RPC ƷƷᩓಊᐏƸ rφ ƩƬƨŵࡈ

 7: Ǩȳȉǭȣȃȗ KLM ȢǸȥȸȫƷಒဦŵ

ȈȕȬȸȠƳƲǛᨼǊƯǳȳȆȊƴᛄǊᡂǈᲦKEKƴ

ᡛǔŵƜƜƔǒƷኵǈᇌƯƸ KEKưᘍǘǕǔŵǵȝȸ

ȈȕȬȸȠƴ 15 ƴǇƱǊǒǕƨ౨Ј֥ǛࠀƠᡂǈǷ

ȪǳȳǷȸȩȳȈưܭƢǔŵƦƷࢸᲦMPPCǛ WLS
ȕǡǤȐȸƷኳᇢƴᚨፗƠᲦǱȸȖȫư MPPC ƱȗȪ

ǢȳȗƱǛƭƳƗᲦǇƨȗȪǢȳȗƔǒǱȸȖȫǛЈ

ƠƯᲦȕȬȸȠƴᔟǛƠƯܦƱƳǔŵ 9 ƕኵǈᇌ

ƯƷϙჇưƋǔŵٳƷǢȫȟȋǦȠƷȕȬȸȠƱᔟ

Ƹ Belle ᬴ܱư̅ဇƠƨǋƷǛ්ဇƠƯƍǔ6ŵኵǈᇌ

ƯƷȚȸǹƱƠƯƸᲦ1 ଐƋƨǓஇٻ 2 ȢǸȥȸȫưƋ

ǔŵȗȪǢȳȗƷᙌᡯƕʖܭǑǓǕƨƷƩƕᲦ4 உƷ

ኳǘǓǇưƴȕǩȯȸȉͨƷǤȳǹȈȸȫƴᙲƳ 56
ȢǸȥȸȫǛኵǈɥƛǔƜƱƕЈஹƨŵ

 8: Ǩȳȉǭȣȃȗ KLMဇȗȩǹȁȃǯǷȳȁȬȸǿŵ

4.2 インストール
ȕǩȯȸȉͨǁƷǤȳǹȈȸȫƸ 2014 ࠰ 3 உƔǒ 5

உƴƔƚƯᘍǘǕƨŵRPC ƷȢǸȥȸȫƷӕǓЈƠᐯ

˳ƸᲦ2012 ϤƱ࠰ 2014 ϤƴᘍǘǕƯƓǓᲦؕஜႎƴ࠰

ƸƜƷ˺ಅǛᡞƴƢǕƹǤȳǹȈȸȫƕЈஹǔƱƍƏƜ

ƱưᲦൔ᠋ႎǹȠȸǺƴᘍƏƜƱƕЈஹƨŵǤȳǹȈȸ

ȫࢸƷȢǸȥȸȫƴƭƍƯȁǧȃǯǛᘍƍᲦദƠƘѣƍ

6ǤȳǹȈȸȫƷϙჇƷᢌԧज़ƸƜǕƴឪ׆ƠƯƍǔŵ

5

 9: Ǩȳȉǭȣȃȗ KLM ȢǸȥȸȫƷኵǈᇌƯŵ

ƯƍǔƜƱǋᄩᛐฎǈưƋǔŵ 10Ღ11ƸƦƷƷಮ

ưƋǔŵ܇

5 これから
5உɶକƔǒᲦȐȃǯȯȸȉƷǨȳȉǭȣȃȗ KLMǛ

ᙌ˺ƠƯƍǔŵƜƪǒƸᲦȢȳȆǫȫȭǷȟȥȬȸǷȧ

ȳǛ̅ဇƠƨᄂᆮƔǒᲦ౨Ј֥ƷǢǯǻȗǿȳǹƷ᧙̞

ư ƱƳƬƨ7ŵޖǋᙲƕƳƍƜƱƕЎƔǓᲦ12ޖ14

ᛦƴᘍƘƱ 6 உƴƸƢǂƯƷȢǸȥȸȫƕƦǖƍᲦ7
உɶƴǤȳǹȈȸȫܦʕƱƳǔŵȇȸǿƷᛠǈЈƠƴƭ

ƍƯƸᲦRPC ƷᛠǈЈƠǋԃǊƯƢǂƯƷᛠǈЈƠǷ

 10: Ǩȳȉǭȣȃȗ KLMȢǸȥȸȫƷɥᢿǁƷǤȳ

ǹȈȸȫŵ

ͨٳ7 2 ܭǷȸȫȉဇƴȝȪǨȁȬȳǛλǕǔʖ܇ЎƴƸᲦɶࣱޖ
ưƋǔŵ

 11: Ǩȳȉǭȣȃȗ KLMȢǸȥȸȫƷɦᢿǁƷǤȳ

ǹȈȸȫŵ

ǹȆȠǛ٭ƢǔƜƱƴƳƬƨŵᛠǈЈƠᘺፗƷᙌ˺Ƹ

ǢȡȪǫƕɶƴƳƬƯƓǓᲦRPCƴƭƍƯƸǤȳȇǣ

ǢȊܖٻᲦǷȳȁȬȸǿƴƭƍƯƸȏȯǤܖٻƕᘍƬƯ

ƍǔŵ2014 Ʒ࠰ 6 உƴƦǕƧǕƷǷǹȆȠǛɟƭƴƠ

ƨȆǹȈǛǤȳȇǣǢȊܖٻưᘍƏƜƱƴƳƬƯƓǓᲦ

ƜǕƷኽௐǛ៊ǇƑƯᲦٰƴƸȐȬȫᢿƷ 1/8 Ɣ 1/16
Ǜ̅ဇƠƨȆǹȈǛʖܭƠƯƍǔŵ

6 おわりに
ȐȃǯȯȸȉͨƷȢǸȥȸȫƷኵǈᇌƯƱǤȳǹȈȸ

ȫᲦHVǷǹȆȠƱᛠǈЈƠǷǹȆȠƷನሰƳƲǇƩǇ

ƩǍǔǂƖƜƱƸƋǔƷƩƕᲦᚘဒƞǕƨǋƷƕƱ

ƳƬƯನᡯ˳ƴӕǓ˄ƚǒǕǔƷǛᙸǔƱᲦƦǕƳǓƴ

ज़ॼขƍŵࢨǋǋƳƔƬƨ Belle II ౨Ј֥ƕƋƪǒƜ

ƪǒưᙌ˺ƞǕƯƍǔƷǛᙸǔƱᲦBelle II ᬴ܱƕڼǇ

ǔƷƩƳƱᲦൢӳƍƕλǔŵƜǜƳؾƸ 10 ƴ࠰ 1 Ღࡇ

ƠƔǋɭမǛᙸบƠƯǋƦƏƸƳƍƷưᲦ᬴ܱƕڼƞ

ǕƯᢊƴƷǔǇưƷ 2Ღ3 ᲦಏƠǜưᒊіƠƨƍƱ࠰

࣬ƬƯƍǔŵ
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Scintillator-KLM	(Belle	II)
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KEK	(High	Energy	Accelerator	Research	Organiza6on)	

n  Alterna6ng	layers	of	iron	plates	and		
detector	components.	
–  Iron	plates	for	KL	hadron	shower	

and	magneKc	field	return	yoke	
n  In	Belle,	all	were	Resis6ve	Plate	Chamber	

(RPC).	
n  Upgrade	for	beam	BG	tolerance:	

–  All	detectors	in	endcap	and	inner	2	layers	in	
barrel	were	replaced	into	plasKc	scinKllators.	

n  Readout	electronics	is	par6ally	installed,	
and	remains	are	under	produc6on.	
–  will	be	ready	by	the	summer	2017.�

2016/12/5� HINT2016� ��

KLM�
barrel�

endcap�
KLM�

Barrel	(inner	2lyrs)	installaOon	
completed	in	Nov.	2013�

Endcap	installaOon	completed	
in	Oct.	2014�



τ	➔	μγ		in	Belle	II		(MC	study)
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sensitivity	study	using	Belle	II	MC	incl.	
beam	background	simulation	

• MS thesis work by B. Moore (U. Melbourne)  

• for sensitivity comparison with Belle (with  
∫𝓛dt = 1 ab-1) 

Background	rejection	by	

• event shape variables — thrust, Fox-
Wolfram moments, momentum flow 
distributions (“CLEO cones”), etc. 

Signal	extraction	by	(ΔE,	Minv)

Francesco Tenchini HINT2016

• Belle II MC normalised to 1ab-1 for 
comparison with Belle. 

• Beam background is incorporated 
• Observables for background 

rejection: 
— four-momentum,  
— angular distribution, 
— event topology and shape  

(thrust vector magnitude,  
momentum flow,  
Fox-Wolfram moments, …)
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Belle II MC
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Figure 7.4: Signal thrust.
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Figure 7.5: Rest-of-event thrust.

paper by the CLEO collaboration [4]. To calculate these variables, the space around the signal
thrust axis is divided into cones at nine polar angle intervals of 10� each, with the ith interval
covering angles from (i � 1) ⇥ 10� to i ⇥ 10� from the thrust axis (see Figure 7.6). Forward
and backward intervals are combined. CLEO cone variables cci are defined as the lab-frame
momentum flow of the ith cone; momentum flow in each cone is calculated as the scalar sum of
all tracks and clusters in that cone. Requirements on CLEO cones are given in Table 7.7.

Figure 7.6: Illustration of CLEO cones.

CLEO cone lower upper
cc1 – 5
cc2 2.4 –
cc3 – –
cc4 – 1.7
cc5 – 0.9
cc6 – 0.7
cc7 – 0.5
cc8 – –
cc9 – 0.4

Figure 7.7: CLEO cone selection criteria.

Fox-Wolfram moments (FWM) are event shape variables which describe energy flow from
high-energy particle collision events, introduced to describe e+e� annihilation event shapes.
Variables hso

i

(i = 2, 4) and hoo

j

are the normalised FWM, defined as

hk
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m
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n

are the momenta of particles m and n and P
l
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) is the l-th other
Legendre polynomial of cosine of the angle ✓

mn

between ~p
m

and ~p
n

. We categorise the type of
FWM with k = so, oo. For hso

i

, m is from signal particles and n is from ROE; for hoo

j

both m
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8 | Signal region analysis

After selection, we are left with a far reduced number of background events and a non-zero
amount of expected signal events. We can now analyse events within the signal region. This is
a region in �E vs Minv space, with �0.4 < �E < 0.2, and 1.65 < Minv < 1.85.

�E and Minv are fit with asymmetric Gaussians to determine mean and �. We find mean
�E ⇡ 47MeV and Minv ⇡ 1.79GeV/c2; this is consistent with our expectation of �E ⇠ 0
and Minv ⇠ m

⌧

. The signal region is shown in Figure 8.1, with signal and background MC
distributions overlayed.

)2 (GeV/cτm
1.65 1.7 1.75 1.8 1.85

E 
(G

eV
)

∆

0.6−

0.4−

0.2−

0

0.2

0.4 Background: mu nu nu
Background: pi nu
Background: e nu nu
Background: mu mu
Background: bhabha
Background: uubar
Background: ddbar
Background: ccbar
Background: ssbar
Background: charged
Background: mixed
Background: taupair misc

Signal region with tauMG MC

Figure 8.1: Minv ��E signal region for ⌧ ! µ�. Shaded boxes is the event distribution for ⌧ ! µ�;
dots are unscaled background events.

In the entire signal region we find 6 ⌧ ! µ� events, and 163 ⌧ ! µ⌫⌫ events, 40 ⌧ ! ⇡⌫
events, 15 e+e� ! µ+µ�(�) events, 9 e+e� ! u+u� events, 3 e+e� ! d+d� events, and 3
e+e� ! s+s� events. This totals to 6 signal events and 232 background events. We then
produce a rotated plot to decorrelate the x- and y-axes. In this plot we set a elliptical region
of phase space centred near the means for Minv and �E. The selected signal region contains 0
background events and has a signal e�ciency of 4.59%.
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τ	➔	μγ		in	Belle	II		(MC	study)
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Figure 8.2: Rotated Minv ��E signal region for ⌧ ! µ�. Shaded boxes is the event distribution for
⌧ ! µ�; dots are unscaled background events coloured according to the legend. ↵ = 72�. The dotted
ellipse represents a region of 3.811(59) signal events and 0 background events.

To determine an upper limit on the branching fraction of ⌧ ! µ�, we select a smaller section
of the total signal region. We define nupper limit as the upper limit of events expected in our
signal region — that is, the number of background events from MC – and n

⌧

as the number
of ⌧ ’s expected in a 1 ab�1 luminosity sample at Belle II. Assuming that the background is
Poisson distributed, we expect nupper limit = 2.30 at 90% confidence limit (CL). We calculate
an upper limit on the branching fraction of ⌧ ! µ� as

B(⌧ ! µ�) <
nupper limit

✏⇥ n
⌧

, (8.1)

=
2.30

4.59%⇥ 919 000 000⇥ 2
, (8.2)

= 2.726⇥ 10�8. (8.3)

This is value is an improvement on the ⌧ ! µ� branching fraction determined at Belle,

B(⌧ ! µ�)Belle, 2010 < 4.5⇥ 10�8.

Comparable values of branching fraction is a strong indicator of good reconstruction and
event selection performance at Belle II, especially with greater beam background than at Belle.
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τ	➔	μγ	sensitivity	(Belle	vs.	Belle	II)

Francesco Tenchini HINT2016

• First τ LFV sensitivity study at Belle II 
• Background-free search (even with high beam BG) 
• Sensitivity comparable with Belle 
• Naive extrapolation to 50 ab-1

18

Belle (535 fb-1) Belle II (1 ab-1)
! (cm2/s) 2.11 x 1034 80 x 1034

εsignal 5.09% 4.59%
nBG  10 - Belle II (50 ab-1)

B90(τ → μγ) 4.5 x10−8 2.726 x10−8 5.452 x10−10

Sensitivity Comparison
Belle

2.7 x10-8 5.5 x10-10

a naive extrapolation 
by luminosity

First	τ	LFV	sensitivity	study	at	Belle	II	

• even with much higher beam background, the sensitivity is 
comparable to that of Belle (scaled by luminosity) 

• signal region is background-free 



τ		LFV	summary	&	prospects
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Francesco Tenchini HINT2016

FIG. 5: LFV UL (90% C.L.) results from CLEO, BaBar and Belle, and extrapolations for
Belle II (50 ab�1) and LHCb updgrade (50 fb�1).
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VI. LFV ⌧ DECAYS

Lepton Flavor Violation (LFV) is highly suppressed in the SM, LFV ⌧ decays are then
clean and ambiguous probes for NP e↵ects. Belle II can experimentally access ⌧ LFV decay
rates over 100 times smaller than Belle for the cleanest channels (as ⌧ ! 3l) and over 10 times
smaller for other modes, such as ⌧ ! `� that have irreducible background contributions.

51

Extrapolation of existing results to 50 ab-1  
(in the no-background hypothesis)

10

τ LFV projections for Belle II
Belle

HFAG summary plot for τ LFV decays,  
overlaid with Belle II extrapolation to 50 ab-1 assuming zero background



Other	related	subjects	in	Belle	II
LFUV	involving	B	decays	to	τ	

•R(D), R(D*) 

LFUV,	LFV	involving	EW	penguin	B	decays	

•R(K), R(K*) for LFUV 

•                                            , etc. for LFV 

With	50	times	increase	of	data	and	detector	improvement,	
these	too	will	provide	exciting	opportunities	for	Belle	II
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Belle II milestones
• Phase 1 (Feb. 2016): beam commissioning + beam background

measurements
X circulate beams; no collision
X BEAST II (in place of Belle II) as a commissioning detector

• Recent highlights
X Final Quads installed in Feb. 2017
X Belle II roll-in on Apr. 11, 2017

• Phase 2 (Dec. 2017): Detector in place without SVD + PXD
X Dark-sector search can start!

• Phase 3 (Nov. 2018): Start physics run with full Belle II detector

Youngjoon Kwon (Yonsei Univ.) Studies of Dark Sector at Belle and Prospects with Belle II BLV 2017 26
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Belle	II	milestones



Closing	remarks
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Belle, being an e+e− B-factory experiment, is a τ-factory 
experiment at the same time. 

With nearly 1 billion τ+τ− sample, Belle has obtained most 
stringent upper limits in most of the τ LFV, LNV and BNV decays, 
with 90% UL of O(10−8). 

With ~50 billion τ+τ− events expected in the upgraded Belle II 
experiment, these searches will be greatly improved. 

For very clean modes (e.g.  τ+ → ℓ+ℓ−ℓ+), the upper limit is 
expected to improve linearly with luminosity. And it will be a 
very powerful probe for new physics beyond the SM.


